LETTER OF THE DAY:

V V V

I'm a Little Vaccumm
To the tune of "I'm a little Tea Pot"
I'm a little vacuum,
Hear me VROOM,
Over the floor and
All across the room.
When I get all revved up,
See me work,
Cleaning up the carpet
And sucking up the dirt.
VROOM!

We're Going on Vacation!
Oh, we're going on vacation in a plane
(Weerm, Weerm)(2x)
Oh, we're going on vacation (2x)
We're going on vacation in a plane!
Other verses:
Oh, we're going on vacation on a train (choo choo)…Oh, we're going on vacation in our car (beep beep)…

Zoom Zoom Zoom
Zoom, zoom, zoom
We're going to the moon. (2x)
If you want to take a trip
climb aboard my rocket ship.
Zoom, zoom, zoom
We're going to the moon.
In 5, 4, 3, 2, 1
Blast off!

EARLY STEM TIP:
Kids LOVE sorting and it can be a wonderful STEM exercise. When your little one practices sorting, they are practicing organizing information. Start easy by sorting by color and size but you might be surprised what other sorting ideas you come up with!

SONGS

I'm a Little Vaccumm
To the tune of "I'm a little Tea Pot"
I'm a little vacuum,
Hear me VROOM,
Over the floor and
All across the room.
When I get all revved up,
See me work,
Cleaning up the carpet
And sucking up the dirt.
VROOM!

We're Going on Vacation!
Oh, we're going on vacation in a plane
(Weerm, Weerm)(2x)
Oh, we're going on vacation (2x)
We're going on vacation in a plane!
Other verses:
Oh, we're going on vacation on a train (choo choo)…Oh, we're going on vacation in our car (beep beep)…

Zoom Zoom Zoom
Zoom, zoom, zoom
We're going to the moon. (2x)
If you want to take a trip
climb aboard my rocket ship.
Zoom, zoom, zoom
We're going to the moon.
In 5, 4, 3, 2, 1
Blast off!

Talk *Sing *Read *Write *Play
Everyday to raise a reader!
Color the upper case V's **Violet**. Color the lower case v's **Your Favorite Color** (but NOT violet) to reveal a hidden picture!